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The New BA310POL

A reliable Polarization microscope has to fulfill unique demands in optical performance 

dictated by a diverse selection of samples. Based on the ease-of-use concept developed 

through Motic’s successful BA Series, the BA310POL follows these same principles by paying 

careful attention on strain-free optical components as well as smooth mechanical movements. 

The built-in 6V/30W Full Koehler Halogen illumination offers a powerful and adjustable light 

source. Field diaphragm and aperture diaphragm help to optimize image quality by reducing 

stray light and increasing contrast. Further, the field diaphragm plays an essential part in the 

Conoscopic observation method.

Following Motic's newest developments of lead-free manufacturing in full compliance with 

RoHS regulations, the strain-free versions of the new EC Plan Achromatic lenses naturally 

provide optimal image contrast through a multi-layer lens coating. Together with a fully 

corrected tube lens, Motic creates a superior optical intermediate image without any color 

fringes. The Bertrand lens, as an integral part of a Polarization microscope, is both focusable 

and centerable, thus giving access to the back focal plane of each objective. The Trinocular 

BA310POL also includes a standardized ISO photo port.

The pre-centered rotating stage with 160mm diameter has got a hard coated and chemical 

resistant surface; where a high precision ball-bearing mechanism ensures smooth rotation, 

while the 360° scale gives orientation and allows semi-quantitative measurements.
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Based on the success of its popular BA Microscope Series for Bio-Medical applications, Motic is pleased to introduce the new BA310POL, an 

extremely powerful yet affordable Polarization microscope for Transmitted light samples. The BA310POL is designed for the examination of 

birefringent samples from petrography and mineralogy, and can also be used for the synthetic materials industry where repeatable observations 

can be performed with efficiency and reliability. The BA310POL also works especially well in Educational applications of material professions, 

where affordability and ease-of-use are key requirements.
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